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AssrRAct

A structure is proposed for the anhydrous and hydrated forms ofa sodium-calcium

"uri"ty 
oi."t"treweitite (Harvard g5ae6) from Montrose County, Co]o1ado, having the

pi"f"6f" 
"o-poriCon 

NaCao.O.SVOo and NaCao.oO.3VOr.2H2O, respectively.
bwing to the unsuitable quality of the only available material, it was necessary to- treat
r-un"nt." bundles as single crystals. The accuracy attained in the collection of two-
dilensional data, therefoie, wa-s unavoidably trwei than normally wquld $ tglerated'
but reflnement reduced R for the {lz0l} zones of the anhydrous and^h-ydrated specimens,
;dl;r the {',e0} zone of the latier, to reasonable values, and, witl_r-a few_exceptions,
interatomic distances are acceptable. The structures are very much-alike and are similar
to lhut of TLirpVOo except ihat Na (and Cao.o) occupy tetrahedral.instead of octa-
h"d;;i;.id, i" iU" 

""Uyat6us 
specimen, and there is trigonal bip-yramidal co-ordination

"iO 
uioo"A'*ch of the three non-equivalent V, instead of around one only. The trigonal

bipvrutnid" share edges to form zi[zag chains along the direction 9f I' u,"d the chains
.iIig ittu 

"ag"s 
of tfre unit cell rtJ 3oln"a through corners into spiral tubes about the

tr-|,i"; pedndicular to y : g. Thications (and the water molecules in the hydrated
rnateriat) are situated b6t**tr the chains oi trigonal bipyramids with z : * as the
median plane.

INtnoouctror.r

Hillebrand, Merwin & wright (1914) analyzed a mahogany-red oxida-

tion product of patronite from Minasragra, Cerro de Pasco, Peru, briefly

desciibed earlier by Hewett (1910). The mineral was identified as a

hydrous calcium vanadate, CaO,SVsOa.gHzO and was namd "hewet-

tite." Seemingly identical minerals from Paradox Valley, Montrose

County, Coldrado, and from Thompson's in eastern Utah, were found

to have the same composition but appeared to exhibit different dehydra'

tion characteristics and minor difierences in optical behaviour and

morphological appearance. On this basis the North American minerals

were considered to represent an isomer of hewettite which was given the

name ,tmetahewettite." Both hewettite and metahewettite lose 6HzO per

formula unit on dehydration over sulphuric acid at room temperature

(Hillebrand, Merwin & Wright, 1914). An r-ray diffraction powder study

at room temperature of wet and dry samples of several specimens

variouslv labelled "hewettite" and "metahewettite" (Barnes, 1955)'

2r9
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however, indicated that the two minerals must be structurally identical,
and that the name metahewettite should be discarded unless retained to
designate one of the hydrate phases. It has been suggested (weeks in
Ross, 1959) that "hewettite" be reserved for the fully-hydrated mineral,
CaO,3VzOs.9H2O, and that "metahewettite" be employed for the tri-
hydrate, CaO.3VzOo.3H2O, and the two names are used in this sense
throughout the remainder of the present paper. Separate names for the
two hydrates are in keeping with preliminary structural studies (eurashi,
1961)' and with current usage, as in the case of "rossite" for cao.vzor.
4HzO and "metarossite" for CaO.VrOr.2H:O (Foshag & Hess, 1927;
Kelsey & Barnes, 1960, 1961).

A single-crystal r-ray investigation of a "metahewettite" from the
cactus Rat mine, Yellow cat District, Grand county, utah (Harvard
98019) indicated monoclinic symmetry with a 21 axis, but only one for-
mula unit of CaO.3V2O6.3H2O per cell, which suggested that the screw
axis must be due to some structural pseudo-symmetry (Barnes & eurashi,
1952). one of the peaks on the h\J electron-density map, however, was
somewhat low for V but was of about the right height for Na, while the
peak tentatively attributed to ca could be assigned to v (Barnes, lgbb).
This specimen (Harvard 98019) was, in fact, identified (Barnes, lgbb)
as the sodium analogue of metahewettite, first reported from the cactus
Rat mine by weeks & Thompson (1g54). The sodium analogue, unlike
metahewettite and hewettite, is not sensitive to hydration or dehydration
at room temperature, and its powder pattern resembles that of meta-
hewettite more closely than that of hewettite.

Another mineral specimen which appears to be a sodium-calcium
variety of metahewettite is represented by a Harvard specimen, 95445.
This consists of long, red blades, closely resembling an authentic hewettite-
metahewettite specimen from the Jo Dandy mine, Montrose county,
colorado (u.s.G.s., MNG/4/49), together with some darker-red, fine-
grained material, on, and impregnating, sepiolite with quartz. The locality
of origin unfortunately is not known more specifically than Montrose
County, Colorado. A spectrochemical test showed Na, Ca, and V to be
the only cations present (there was no K, Mg, or Al). A flame-photometer
test gave 3,7 +0,470 Na (the sample selected was too small for a separate
ca estimation), whereas a duplicate test of the sodium analogue of
metahewettite (Harvard 98019) gave 6.b*0.7/s Na, which is in satis-
factory agreement with 6.g/6 Na calculated for NazO.BVzOo.BHsO.
Thus, the Harvard specimen gb445 appears to be a mixed variety of
metahewettite with about \o/q each of Na and ca. A micro-water
determination on 15 mg (7 hours at r4o" c over p2o6 at a pressure of
0.02mm Hg) resulted in a loss of weight of 6.14/s, or 2.1g6 mole HgO
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per mole NaCao.oVoOro. The composition of this Na-Ca variety, therefore,

may be represented as NaCao.rO . 3VzOr . 2HzO, and the specimen contains

3.67o Na, in very good agreement with the flame-photometer estimation.

That this specimen does not simply represent a mixture of metahewettite

and its sodium analogue is borne out by the following considerations.

The powder patterns of six samples selected at random (four of the long

blades, and two of the fine-grained material) are identical with the

exception of a few lines due almost entirely to sepiolite and quartz in

those of the granular samples. Although there is some coincidence of

lines, the powder pattern is not the same as those of metahewettite or

its sodium analogue, either separately or combined, and it shows no

change after wetting or drying the sample at room temperature, as should

be the case if metahewettite were present. Similarly, after complete

dehydration at 140" C, the powder pattern again cannot be accounted

{or in terms of those of metahewettite or the sodium analogue after their

complete dehydration; it is of interest to note that the powder patterns

of the two latter are almost identical except for slightly different values

of 2d which may be accounted for by an increase in the lattice parameters

when Ca is present instead of Na.

Appropriate conditions for the synthesis of hewettites and metahewet-

tite; ha;e been discussed by Marvin (1955) and by Evans & Garrels

(1953). Several alkali metal and alkaline earth vanadates of various

i"gr""" of hydration, in which the alkali-oxide to vzor ratio (1:3) is

the same as in metahewettite, have treen prepared in the course of studies

of synthetic vanadates by von Hauer (1860), Norblad (1873)' Manasse

(1gg7), Ditte (1838), and Guiter (1941). There is no difficulty in preparing

metahewettite or its sodium analogue separately from aqueous solutions

of pH between about 2.8 and 5.5. Attempts to synthesize a substance

identical with Harvard 95445, however, have so far been unsuccessful-

A11 products obtained from polyvanadate solutions of suitable pH and

coniaining sodium and calcium ions in the ratios Na:Ca:9:1, 8:2,

7:3, , . .3 :7,2;8,  1:9 gave powder pat terns as prepared,  af ter  wet t ing '

and after prolonged drying at room temperature, which are indistinguish-

able from that of the pure sodium analogue of metahewettite.

Some preliminary structural work has been carried out on hewettite,

metahewlttite, and the sodium analogue of the latter (Barnes & Qurashi,

1952; Qurashi, 1961), and Ross (1959) has reported values, fot a and b

of hewlttite (probably metahewettite) specimens from the Hummer

mine, Jo Dandy group' Montrose County, Colorado, and Jrom the

Cactus Rat mine, Utah, and of the sodium analogue (also from the Cactus

Rat mine) based on electron diffraction photographs'

The present paper is concerned with an attempt to solve the crystal
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structure of the mixed Na-ca metahewettite represented by Harvard
95445, The extreme difficulties encountered in single-crystal work on the
metahewettites have been mentioned elsewhere (Barnes & eurashi,
1952). The Na-ca variety suffers from the same disadvantages of silky
fibres of very small cross-section, elongated along [010], and grouped into
bundles which frequently exhibit a helical twist. No single fibres with a
diameter remotely approaching a feasible size could be located. Because
the fibres occur with their (001) faces nearly parallel to one another, it
was decided to treat a small bundle as a single crystal, which is valid
providing the cross-section does not exceed about b0X10p. Lengths
exceeding 500p could not be employed because of a tendency for longer
bundles to bend under their own weight. It was impossible, therefore, to
collect intensity data with the usual degree of accuracy normally attained
with photographic recording.

Dara Colr,ECTroN

Dehydration of a sample of Nacao.sVooro.2Hro left the fibres intact
so that it was possible to collect data from specimens of both the hydrated
and the anhydrous forms. Because of the fibrous nature of both types of
material, however, Weissenberg techniques were impractical; with the
long [010] fibre axis as rotation axis the spots were drawn out into long
streaks extending almost entirely across the films. Precession photographs
along [001] of the hydrated specimen, taken with Mo Ka radiation
(I : 0.7107 A) and exposure times of up to 200 hours, provided useful
data for the hkl reflections for which (sin 0)/I < 0.45 A-'. The h0!, d,ata
were obtained from zero-layer rotation and oscillation photographs with
[010] as the rotation axis; thirty-six 10o oscillation photographs with b"
overlap between successive exposures were obtained with cu .Ka radia-
tion (\ : 1".5418 A) and exposure times of 20 hours each, thus covering
a range of. 20 from 0o to 180o. Observable h\l, and hOl reflections were
recorded for which (sin 0)/), < 0.Bb A-t. A total of lbbl intensity
measurements were made on these oscillation films, the large number
arising from the fact that both the left- and right-hand sides of the films
were included and the same reflections were observed several times owing
to the overlapping of successive photographs and to the polycrystalline
nature of the specimen,

Precession photographs along [001] of the anhydrous sample were too
weak, even after very long exposures, to be of any value except to show
that systematic extinctions probably were the same as for the hydrated
specimen and that the relative intensities of corresponding reflections
from the two types of material were very similar. Data collection for the
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dehydrated sample, therefore, was confined to oscillation photographs
about [010]. These were taken with Cu Ka radiation at 5o intervals,
without overlap, over the 20 range from 0o to 360o; exposure times were
24 hours each. The number of reflections measured was 341L and (sin 0)/
tr .-< 0.35 A-1.

Indexing the oscillation photographs was accomplished in the usual
way (e.g., Henry, Lipson & Wooster, 1951) except that the reciprocal
lattice points were replaced by short arcs corresponding to the effect of
the helical twist in the fibre bundles. Intensities were estimated visually
by comparison with a calibrated strip prepared by the rotating-sector
method. The appropriate L,p. corrections were applied but absorption
was ignored, even in the case of Cu radiation, because of the very small
diameter of the specimens (p(Cu Kcr) : 336 cm-1;p(Mo Ka) : 39 cm-l).

UNrt CBr-l ann SpacB GnouP Deta

In the case of the hydrated sample, the lattice constants were obtained
from the precession, rotation and oscillation photographs. The only
systematic extinctiOns were 0b0 when & : 2n l1 (specifically the 010
and 030 reflections). The density was estimated by flotation in binary
solutions of methylene iodide and carbon tetrachloride while bromoform
and benzene were employed for the dehydrated material, In the case of
the dehydrated sample, the lattice constants were obtained from the
rotation and oscillation photographs only, because of the extreme weak-
ness of the [001] precession photographs. The close similarity of the last
with the corresponding precession photograph of the hydrated sample,
and particularly the absence of the 010 and 030 reflections, however,
suggested that the space groups of the two samples probably were the
same and that the structures must be very much alike. Both specimens
are monoclinic and the orientation chosen was that with b as the unique
axis and c 1 a. The unit cell and space group data are shown in Table 1.

TesLs 1. Ur.rrt CBr,l ello Srecp Gnoup Dera

NaCao.oVoOro.2HrO NaCao.sVOro

IAl
(A)

a
b
C
p
S.
D

L2.26
3 .58
8 . 1 1

920 30'
P2tor P2t/m

2.89
2 .59
1

L2.28
3 .60
8.00

96'15 '
PZror P2r/mG.

(gm/ml)
obs.
calc.

: 2 .80
2 .86
I
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Electron diffraction photographs of the normal sample, kindly taken by
Dr. lVlalcolm Ross, gave a : 12,244 and , : 3.610 A, in good agreement
with the corresponding data of Table 1.

SrnucrunB DBrnnurNerroN

The determination of the structures of the hydrated and the anhydrous
samples was commenced with the h\l, data for the latter, partly because
the largest number of measurements was made for this zone, and partly
because of the absence of the HzO molecules. The Patterson function
was calculated and the resulting map was almost identical with that
published by Wadsley (1957, Fig. 1) for the lithium vanadium bronze,
ryLir+rVaOa. A set of r, z co-ordinates for all V and O atoms was derived
from the Patterson projection, and structure factors were calculated with
the use of atomic scattering factors for V0 given by Qurashi (1954)
and for O-1 given by Berghuis et al. (1955), together with an overall
isotropic temperature factor with B : 3.0 A2. A Fourier synthesis pro-
duced an electron density map (+ cell) which showed a peak at x - *,
7 - $ of. height slightly greater than any of those corresponding to a
single O; this peak was accepted as representing Na. There was, however,
no indication of a peak in a one-fold position corresponding to a possible
Ca site;such a peak would be expected to have a height more than twice
that of one due to an oxygen atom. If the composition of the specimen is
correctly expressed as NaCao.rVoOrs, this result suggests that Na and
Ca are indistinguishable in the present structure investigation, because

/,(Na) : 11 is almost equal to /r(}Ca) : 10, and that Na and $Ca,
therefore, may occupy equal numbers of the same two-fold positions.
Refi.nement by (F"-F")-syntheses, therefore, was carried out in terms
of NazVoOro, and with atomic scattering factors for Na+r given by
Berghuis et al,. (L955). The final electron density and difference maps are
shown in Fig. 1. The final R-factors are 0.17 for the observed reflections
only (omitting the three strongest reflections),0.15 when the lF,l's for
these three reflections are replaced by the corresponding lF,l values,
and 0.2L when the unobserved reflections (assuming lF,l : 0) are then
included. For these data, as well as for those collected with the normal
sample, values of lF,l for the strongest reflections generally were much
lower than corresponding values of lFrl owing to somewhat restricted
upper limits for lF,l; this is believed to be due essentially to the use of
single, and not multiple, films, and to the polycrystalline nature of the
material from which the data were collected. Substitution of lF,l for

lF,l values, however, only had the effect of increasing the electron
densities corresponding to the vanadium atoms, and had virtually no
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B
o  I  z  l A
r l l l

Frc. 1. Na2V6Ors: (A) final electron-density projection along [010] with contours at
intervals of.2 e,A-z, and negative areas shaded; (B) final (F,-F")-synthesis projected

along [010] with contours ai intervals of 1 a.A-r; zero contour broken, and negative
contours dotted.

effect on the heights of the other peaks. Values of lF,l and F, for the

lhfrl,l zone of NarVsOr6 (where Naz is to be considered as probably

NaCao.r) are listed in Table 2. Final values for the fractional atomic

co-ordinates (assuming y : * or t for all atoms in P21/m, by analogy

with rlir+"Vaoa) are given in Table 3.

The hko data from the [001] precession photographs were employed to

obtain the electron density projection along [001] of the hydrated speci-

men. The *, y co-ordinates of Table 1 were adopted for the first Fourier

synthesis, and structure factors were calculated with the same atomic

scattering factors and general isotropic temperatufe factor as for the

anhydrous sample, and refinement was carried out by successive Fourier

and difference syntheses. Although progress was hampered by the small

number of observed reflections and by serious overlapping of atoms in

this projection, indications of an additional oxygen peak corresponding

to the HzO molecule appeared in the electron density maps. The final

electron density and difference maps for this zone are shown in Fig. 2.

The final R-factors are 0.22 for the observed reflections only (omitting

the two strongest reflections), 0.13 when the lF,l's for these two reflec-

o/2
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Tasln 2. SrRUcruRE Faceon Dara ron ruv, lhol,l ZoNn or NaCao.rVsOro
(Fo for NagVoO n (B :3:0 Ar))

lF"llF"l

001 >43.6
o02 49.9
003 >54.r
004 27.9
005 25.8
100 <5.6
101  14 .8
102 27.0
103 20.6
104 22.6
105 28.8
200 33.5
20t 28.3
202 32.3
2n3 <12.5
2M 18 .1
205 <17.2
300 40.8
301 >65.0
302 4I.2
303 <13.5
304 27.0
305 25.2
400 <10.9
401 34.9
N2 28.5
403 36.5
404 <16.5

116 .0
-59.  6

- 1 1 7 . 1
-47 .9

1 6 . 8
9 . 7

1 1 . 1
28.2
1 9 . 0
22 .7

-28.7
25.9
30 .3

-34.  6
8 . 2

1 0 . 9
L5.4

-39 .8
-92 .6
-61.2

3 . 2
43 .8
43.2
2 . 2

-33.2
-31  .5
-38 .2

L2 .3

3ot
502
30B
304
505
4oL
4oz
403
404
405
501
602
503
Bo4
505
6or
6oz
60B
6oa
7or
7oz
7oz
704
801
8oz
8oB
001

500
501
502
503
504
600
601
602
603
700
701
702
703
800
801
802
900
1-01
Ia2
Toa
T04
105
Zor
Zo2
t03
204
Zo5

M.4  -37 .4
5 1  . 5  - M . 5
62 .L  -66 .8

<  1 5 . 8  - 5 . 3
27 .7 25.5
36.2 31 . 8
35 .9  24 .0

< 1 5 . 8  5 . 4
< r 7 . L  - 2 . 2

19 .0 -29 ,7
22.6 -24.2
3 3 . 7  3 1 . 6
25.6 29.2
40.4 -41.0
49.5 49.0
56.5 52.3
22 .8  -33 .  I
20.4 20.3
26.7 -24.9

< 1 1 . 8  - 3 . 5
37 .  8  -36 .3

<16 .0  -6 .7
23.5 18.5
20.2 -24.1
2L .O  -40 .  I

<14.3 - r3.4
<16 .2  -9 .  1

36.8 -34.4
56  .8  5 r  . 7
46.0 48.9
25.6 26.3

<  1 6 . 6  - t 4 . 9
31 .3 26 .2
27 .0 L9.2
30.5 29.5
18 .9  -16 .8

< 1 7 . 0  1 . 0
50.5 40.5
o / . o  o t . +
58 .0  58 .5

< 1 6 . 4  4 . 5
25 .2  -4L .6

< 1 4 . 3  - 4 . 1
< 1 5 . 0  1 3 . 1

rs.7 -r7 .3
2 4 . 6  - 1 1 , 6
1 5 . 6  -  9 . 9
19  .7  19 .  1
29 .5 18.  1
26.7 -25.5
84 .3  -71 .O
55 .5  -56 .6
28.9 13.3
22 .6  -20 .8

Taslo 3. FnAcrroxer. Co-ororxeres or Arous
tN NazVoOro

(where Na2 probably should be NaCao.s)

Vr
Vz
Va
Na
Or
Or
Oa
Oe
o;
Oo
Or
O a

0.072
0.830
0.523
0 .310
0 .917
0 .165
0.47r
0.957
0 .210
0.705
0.659
0.396

t/4
L/4
1 / 4

r/4
r/4
L/4
t/4
r/4
L/4
r/4
r/4
L/4

0. 169
0 .130
0.830
0.432
0.902
0.938
0.094
0.265
0.  191
0.r52
0.789
0.793
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6Ein7

l o /2J  s in  B 3 A

Frc.2. lguryuQli.2HzO: (A) final electron-density projection along [001] with
contoufs at intervals of 1 e.A-2, and negative areas shadqd; (B) final (F"-FJ-synthesis
projected along [001] with contours at intervals of 0.5 e.A-2, zero contour broken, and
negative contours dotted.
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tions are replaced by the correspondinS lF,l values, and 0.34 when the
unobserved reflections (assuming lF,l :0) are then included. It may
be noted that these values of R become 0.47,0.29, and 0.52, respectively,
if H2O is omitted from the structure factor calculations. Values of lF,l
and F. for the lhk\l zone of NazVoOr6.2H2O (where Nag is to be con-
sidered as probably NaCao.r) are listed in Table 4. Final values for the
fractional atomic co-ordinates, r and y, are given in Table 5.

Because of the slight ellipticity, with major axes along y, of the con-
tours around some of the atomic positions in Fig. 2, a test was made of

TesLB 4. Srnucrunp Facr:on Dere ron me lhkol ZoNp on NaCao.sVOro.2HzO
(F" for NasVoO16.2HeO (B : 3.0 A'z))

bko lF,l F" lF"l F"hko

100
200
300
400
500
600
740
800
900

10,00
110
zto
310
410
5r0
610
7LO

< 5 . 3
23 .9
t5.4
L7  .7
, , ,
2L .1 ,

<12.4
>39 .9
< 1 3 . 7
< 1 4 . 1

3L.7
r 6 . 3
1 2 . 7
22.0
13.2

< r 2 . 2
< 1 2 . 8

2 . 9
LS.7-u .2
4 . 7

- t ,

2 1  . 9
- o .  o

-64 .4
- 9 . 0

-  1 4 . 8
2 2 . L-r5.2

-r2.3
-23 .4
- r 2 . 6

-8 .4
1 3  . 5

<13 .4
19 .  6

<14 .3
>63 .8
< 1 1 . 4
< 1 1 . 7

14 .0
< r 2 . 6

12.9
<  1 3 . 4
<13 .9

32.6
13  .6

< 1 3 . 8
<14 .0

2 L . 2

- 4 . 8
1 9 . 5

-8 .2
-  137.3

-L .4
- 9 . 9
1 8 . 3

- 2 . 5
1 2 . 6

- I 2 . 6
4 . 6

40.9
- 6 . 8

4 . 6
4 . 4

1 5 . 3

810
910

10,10
020
L20
220
3?n
420
520
620
720
820
130
230
330
430

Atom

Test,s 5. Fnec:rtoxan Co-onorNerps or Arous rr
NazVOro.2HzO

(where Na: probably should be NaCao.o)

Ihhol Ih0tl

Vr
Vz
Vs
Na
Or
Oz
Oa
Oa
Or
Oo
O r
O r
H:O

0.067
0.822
0.540
0.  310
0.906
0.  158
0.463
0.965
0. 194
0.  681
0.647
0.437
0.726

0 .067
0.822
0.540
0.303
0.907
0.140
0 .475
0 .956
0.2r4
0.682
0 .651
0.436
0.708

L/4
r/4
L/4
r/4
r/4
r/4
r/4
L/4
L/4
1 / L

L/4
L/4
1/4

0. 170
0. t27
0.830
o.4a
0.869
0.892
0 .  115
0.282
0 .173
0.045
0.725
0.670
0 .360
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the efiect of refinement of this zone in plane group pgl, in which y is

not restricted to | (or *). As a result, the y co-ordinates of Os, and Os

shifted to 0.310 and 0.190, respectively, and the R-factors dropped by

approximately 0.03, 0.02, and 0.01, respectively, from those cited above.

In view of the limited accuracy of the intensity measurements, however,

these changes are relatively insignificant. Therefore,'while recognizing

that there may in fact be slight departures from the special positions of

P2/m,existing data appear not to justify reduction to P21at the present

time.
The electron density projection along [010] of the hydrated specimen

was derived from the oscillation photographs. The x, z co-otdinates of

Table 1, and the atomic scattering factors and general temperature factor

previously employed, were adopted for the initial calculation of structure

factors. Nearly all atoms were resolved and the peak previously assigned

to HsO again appeared. Refinement was carried out, as before, with

successive Fourier and difference syntheses, and the final maps are

shown in Fig. 3. The final R-factors are 0.19 for the observed reflections

. A

Frc.3. NazVoOro.2HzO: (A) final electron-density projection along [010] with

contours at intervals of Z e.E-', and negative areas shaded; (B) final (FcFJ-synthesis
projected along [010] with coniours atlntervals of L e.L+, zero contour broken, and
negative contours dotted.
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only (omitting the twelve strongest reflections), 0.12 when the lFol,s
for these twelve reflections are replaced by the corresponding lF,l values,
and 0.16 when the unobserved reflections (assuming lF,l : 0) are then
included. Values of lF,l and F" for this zone are listed in Table 6, and
final values for the fractional atomic co-ordinates x and. z are included
in Table 5.

Tanr-e 6. Stnucrunp Facron Dare ron rua lhfrl,l ZoNs or NaCao.sVoOro.2HzO
(F, for Na:VO n.2HzO(B : 3.0 Ar)).

lF"l D h0t IF"lh0t,hot

001 >50.3
002 >32.2
003 >46.7
004 >34.8
005 <16.7
100  <5 .6
101  19 .6
LO2 <9.8
103 <r2.0
r04 36.9
105 24.0
200 2L.5
20t 34.2
202 37.6
203 23.8
204 <15.0
205 17.4
300 33.6
301 >50.8
302 42.0
303 38.8
3M >39.2
305 30.7
400 <11.0
401 35.9
402 22.4

8 5 . 6
- o l  . /
-79 .7
-65 .5
- 5 . 8

L . 4
19 .  8

- 3  . 5
4 . 3

34 .0
- 1 6 . 9

20.5
40.3

-32 .L
-L5.7
-L .7
14 .2

-29.4
-103 .8
-50.2

44 . I
75.0
43 .8
7 . L

- J O .  /

- 2 0 . 8

202
203
204
205
3or
5oz
3og
504
gob
401
402
403
404
501
602
503
Eo4
601
602
60g
604
70r
7oz
703
8or
802

403
404
405
500
501
502
503
504
600
601
602
603
604
700
70r
702
703
800
801
802
101
loz
103
To4
Tos
2or

37 .5  -27 . r
20.5 LL.4
22 .9  24 .3
32.6 -38.4
25.7 -39.2

>41 .0 -  100 .3
27  .7  -22 .3
30.7 40.5
1 7 . 6  1 5 . 8
33 .3  17 .6
27 .6 30.2

< r 7 . 4  9 . 6
< 1 8 . 9  - 1 8 . 0
< 1 5 . 8  - 9 . 8

1 9 . 9  - 2 3 . 2
32.0 23.9
22.7 29.4
61 .5 -60 .2
21 .7  35 .9
32 .8  42 .3
3 0 . 1  3 1 . 8
1 6 . 6  - L 2 . 8
39 .  5  -51  .3

>31  .8  -52 .4
<16 .2  1 .3
< 8 . 4  7 . 4

>45 .2 -60.  5
37 .9  -33 .7

< 1 4 . 5  -  4 . 5
<16 .4  -4 .9

21.9 -20.2
>31 .8  75 .5
>41  .0  65 .6

18 .3  r9  . 7
20.5 -17.3
I3 .7  13 .6
2L .3  10 .6
24 .0  13 .8
19 .3 -13 .7
46.1 47.7

>45 .7  78 .1
33 .5  39 .3
36  .7  -35  .3

< r 4 . 5  3 . 8
< L 5  . 2  3  . 8
< 1 6 . 3  - 4 . 0
<  17 .8  r2 .o

26.4 -2r.5
20.0 20.8
2L ,T  I5 ,4
53 .3  -59 .  I
2 I  . 9  -25 .8

DBscnrprroN AND DrscussroN

The structure of the anhydrous mineral is represented in terms of
Narvooro in Fig. 4, various bond lengths and other interatomic distances
are collected in Table 7.1

Each V is surrounded by five o in the form of a distorted trigonal
bipyramid. The equatorial triangles of the bipyramids around Vr, Vr,
V3 are defined by Or, Oa, Oo; Or, Oo, On; Oa, Oz, Os, respectively, and the
associated apices by 01 (two), Or (two), Oa (two). These atoms are directly

lThe r co-ordinates derived from the hal, data (Table 5) were employed in calculating
the interatomic distances for the hydrated specimen.
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comparable with Or, Os, Os and Or (two) around Vr in zlir+,VsOa (Wads-
ley, 1957), and with Or(1), Os, O2(L) and O2(2), O2(3) around V in VzOr
(Bachmann, Ahmed & Barnes, 1961), and with those of similar poly-
hedra in other vanadium bronzes, and in the hydrated metavanadates
(e.g., Kelsey & Barnes, 1960; Evans, 1960; Bachmann & Barnes, 1961).
All of these trigonal bipyramids share edges from the apices to one corner
of the equatorial triangle to form continuous zigzag double chains. In
the present structure the shared edges are O3-O3 (two) between V3
bipyramids and Or-Os (two) between V1,V2 bipyramids, and the chains
extend along the direction of y (see Fig.  ). The shared edges (O1-O2,
Or-Ot, Os-Osi two each) generally are shorter than others of the trigonal
bipyramids, and V is displaced away from them so that its distance from
that corner of the equatorial triangle which is common to a pair of shared
edges is lengthened (Vt-Or, Vz-Or, Vr-Or), while those to the other two
corners are shortened (V1-Oa, Vr-Ori Vz-Os, Vz-Oa, Vs-Oz, VrOa). The
double chains of Vr,Vr bipyramids share corners (Oa,Oa) to form spiral
tubes around the 2r axes along the cell edges perpendicular to the plane

t : 0, Thus the axes of the chains of VOr polyhedra are confined to the
planes z:  ro (where tu:0,1,2, . . . ) ;  the Na ions in ter leave these
planes and are co-ordinated to 06, 07 (two), and Oe in an irregular
tetrahedral array. This arrangement is very similar to that in aLi11rV3O3
(Wadsley, 1957), except that Li is surrounded by six O in distorted
octahedral co-ordination in the latter, and the oxygen co-ordination
polyhedra around Vz and V3 (corresponding to the present Vr and Vg,
respectively) take the form of octahedra. In the present structure such
octahedral co-ordination would require the addition of Or to Vr and Oz
to V2, with Oy then becoming a shared corner with the trigonal bipyramid
around V3 (compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 3 of Wadsley, 1957, after inter-
changing a and c in the latter). The V-O polyhedra in the lithium vana-
dium bronze, therefore, are linked into sheets with z : 0 as the median
plane whereas they occur as separate single and double strings in the
metahewettite. This is in qualitative agreement with the fact that the
lithium vanadium bronze forms robust, bluish-black needles (Wadsley,
1957), while the metahewettite occurs as soft, friable, long, very thin,
red blades.

The accuracy attained in the present structure investigation is not
very high, owing to the unsuitable nature of the available material. Thus
the interatomic distances (Table 7) found for the anhydrous specimen
certainly cannot be accurate to better than 0.1 A, and those for the
hydrate are even less certain. The R-factors, however, are reasonable,
and the principal features of the proposed structure are plausible. Never-
theless, lA4 : llF,l - lf,ll for several individual reflections (see
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l\ no

o  |  2  3  4 A

Frc. 4. Projection of the structure of NazVoOro along [010]; the Na sites probably
are occupied by approximately equal numbers of Na and $Ca; the approximate positions
of the water molecules in NazVOro.2H2O are indicated bv crosses.

particularly Tables 2 & 4) is much larger than normally would be
tolerated, and the number of independent hk| reflections observed for
the hydrated specimen (Table 4) is very small. On the other hand, there
is a fair measure of agreement between the individual interatomic dis-
tances within the Vg trigonal bipyramids in the anhydrous specimen and
corresponding values in the lithium vanadium bronze (Table 7), and
comparable distances are found in the trigonal bipyramids around Vr
and Vz. It may be noted, however, that Oo is obviously too close to Oz
Q.O4 A) and to Na (2.17 A1, so that it is possible that its true position
may be nearer Oa, or that its y co-ordinate, as mentioned previously in
connection with the {hk|l zone of the hydrated material, may differ
slightly from |; the latter, of course, would reduce the space group to

' P2y Other suspiciously short interatomic distances (not listed in Table 7)
are Or-Oz (two, 2.41A) and O6-Os (two, 2.26 A). It may be noted that,
iI y : 0.310 for Or and 1 : 0.190 for Os, some of the interatomic dis-
tances involving these oxygen atoms are irnproved but others become
even less plausible.
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In the case of the less accurately determined structure of the hydrated
specimen, the short Vs-O6 (2.41 A) and Vs-HzO (2.40 A) distances
(Table 7), if real, would convert the trigonal bipyramidal co-ordination
polyhedra around Va and Vz into octahedra (see Fig. 4) with Os (three),

Ou, Or, Oa around V3, and Oz (two), Or, Oo, HrO, Oo around Vr, but
would leave the trigonal bipyramid around V1 unchanged. Conversion
of the trigonal bipyramids around Va and Vz into octahedra would involve
removal of the edges OrOz (3.91 A) and 01-06 (3.16 A), and the addition
of OrOs (two,2.89 A), Or-Ou- Q.62 A), and oo-Oz (2.61 A) in the first
case, and O2-H2O (two, 3.34 A), Ou-HrO (2.56 A), and Oa-HzO (3.13 A)
in the second case. Furthermore, the two Os-Oz (2.55 A; distances, as
in the structure of the anhydrous specimen, appear to be rather short.
Finally, the Vz-HzO distance (2.40 A) would imply that HzO is co-
ordinated both with Vz and with two Na in addition to Oa (two) and 06;

such co-ordination is extremely unlikely. Thus, although there is no

doubt that the structures of the hydrated and anhydrous specimens are
essentially alike and that the actual sites of the HsO molecules in the
former must be close to those found in the present investigation' some

adjustments of the atomic parameters, particularly in the hydrate,
appear to be necessary. No figure for the structure of the hydrated
material, therefore, is given but the approximate positions of the HzO
molecules are indicated by crosses in the projection of the structure of the
anhydrous specimen in Fig. 4.

Although the results of the present investigation leave something to
be desired, they do represent the first attempt at a complete solution of
a structure of the hewettite-metahewettite type. Work on hewettite,
metahewettite, and the sodium analogue of the latter is to be resumed
in the near future.
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